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How can we use seasonal productivity to not feel like we have to work on a

million goals at the same time? 

What is your Word of the Season? How can your use this in your life? 

How is the phrase “just prioritize it” a disservice to moms? 

What are microproirities? How can we use them to get focused when it

comes to our goals? 

What is the problem with simply relying on our motivation to help us

achieve our goals? 

How can you use 15 Minutes to grow in productivity/

Where have you used the Monday Mentality?

Have you ever used timeblocking? How can you see it fitting into your

schedule?

How does theming help eliminate guilt and allow us to be more productive? 

Which of the 3 blocks- transition, buffer, and thought catcher - can you see

yourself using? 

How can a time inventory help you?

What is the Microwave Minute and how can it help us maximize our time? 

Why are timers so powerful when it comes to our productivity? 
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Why do you feel quarterly goal planning is more effective than yearly

planning? 

How can we use themes in our planning? 

How can knowing the three types of goals help you make a plan?

Which goal breakdowns do you struggle with the most?

How do project based goals fit into our themes? 

What is the best way to break down a project based goal? 

How does breaking these goals into 15 Minute chunks help moms take fast

action? 

What is a routine or habit based goal? 

What is routine stacking and how does it helps our habits actually stick? 

What is the Track and Stack Method? How can you use this with your goals?

How can we plan for obstacles to hit? 

What is one way we can use incentives to keep going when our plan gets off

track?

Why does your support community matter? 

What can you do if your family or friends aren’t supporting your goals in a

way you’d like? 
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Do you struggle with tracking? How can we make this a habit that we stick

to? 

What is the Reflection Pyramid and how can it help us with our goals? 

What is a Goal Audit? How can we use this to adjust our plans? 

How can the weekly planning system help busy moms find time for their

goals? 

What is a priority brain dump and how can it level up our to-do lists? 

How does habit stacking help us ditch overwhelm?

What is a habit trigger? 

How can you use these tips to ditch bad habits?
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